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A new family of weighted operator means including 

the weighted Heron, logarithmic and Heinz means 

前橋工科大学 伊藤公智 (MasatoshiIto) 

(Maebashi Institute of Technology) 

Abstract 

As generalizations of the weighted arithmetic, geometric and harmonic means 

of two positive numbers or operators, the weighted power and Heron means are well 

known. On thc wcightcd logarithmic mcan, somc rcscarchcrs gavc thc dcfinitions 

in their own way. Among them, we focus on the definition by Pal, Singh, Moslehian 

and Aujla based on the Hermite-Hadamard inequality for convex functions. 

In this report, firstly we propose the notion of a transpose symmetric path of 

weighted 9J1-means for a symmetric operator mean皿 Next,we give an example 

of the transpose symmetric path of weighted飢 meansincluding the weighted 

logarithmic mean by Pal et al., which newly produces the weighted Heinz mean. 

From this argument, we get some relations among the weighted Heron, logarithmic 

and Heinz means. 

1 Introduction 

This report is based on [8]. The arithmetic, geometric and harmonic means are 

defined by~ ヽ砧 and~y — 2, a+b for two positive real numbers a and b, respectively. It is 

also well known that these means have their weighted versions as follows: For t E [O, 1], 

At(a, b) = (1 -t)a + tb (arithmetic mean), 

Gt(a, b) = a1-tが（geometric mean), 

Ht(a, b) = {(1 -t)a―1 + tb―1い (harmonic mean). 

If the weight parameter t is equal toふthenthe weighted means coincide with the original 

(non-weighted) ones, and then we abbreviate the weight t as A(a, b) = Ai (a, b). As one-

parameter generalizations including the weighted arithmetic, geometric and harmonic 

means, power and Heron means are well known as follows: For t E [O, 1] and q E恥

pt,[q]（a, b) ={｛（1-t)瓜＋珈｝iif q ヂ~: (power mean), 
al-tが ifq = 0, 

Kt,[q](a, b) = (1 -q)a1-tが＋ q{(1 -t)a + tb} (Heron mean). 

In this paper, we denote the power mean by Pt,[q] (a, b) to distinguish the parameter q 

determining the mean from the weight parameter t, and also we use the notation for the 
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non-weighted power mean that P[q](a, b) = P;ua1(a, b). We remark that the other means ぅ，［ql,
with parameters also obey these rules. These means have the following relations and 

properties. 

• At(a, b) = Pt,[11(a, b) = Kt,111(a, b), Gt(a, b) = Pt,1o](a, b) = Kt,[o1(a, b) and 

Ht(a, b) = Pt，［一11(a,b). 

• Ht(a, b):::; Gt(a, b):::; At(a, b) (A-G-H mean inequality). 

• Pt,1qJ(a, b) and Kt ,[q] (a, b) are monotone increasing on q E艮

Moreover, we know many kinds of non-weighted means besides the power and Heron 

means, for example power difference and Heinz means as follows: For q E恥

LM(a, b) = 

lq(a, b) = 

a-b 
logarithmic mean 

log a -logb 
（ 

q aq+l -bq+l 

q + l aq -bq 

a-b 

log a -logb 

ab(log a -log b) 

a-b 

if qヂ0,-1,

if q = 0, 

ifq=-1, 

)' 

a叩—q + a1-qbq 
HZ[q](a, b) = 

2 
(Heinz mean). 

(power difference mean), 

These means have the following relations and properties. Related arguments are in 

[6, 7, 10, 17, 19, 20] and so on. 

• A(a, b) = J[i](a, b) = HZ[o](a, b) = HZ[i](a, b), LM(a, b) = J[o](a, b), 

G(a,b) = J［オi(a,b) = HZ且i(a,b) and H(a, b) = J[_2i(a, b). 

• H(a, b) :S: G(a, b):S: LM(a, b)さA(a,b). 

• J[q] (a, b) is monotone increasing on q E艮

• H Z[q] (a, b) is increasing for q ミ½ and decreasing for q :::;ふ

It seems that there are not familiar weighted means except the power and Heron 

means. Some researchers gave the definitions of the weighted logarithmic mean in their 

own way in [11, 12, 15, 16]. Among them, we focus on the definition by Pal, Singh, 

Moslehian and Aujla [12] based on the Hermite-Hadamard ineq叫 ityfor convex functions 

as follows: For t E [O, 1], 

1 r 1-t 
虞 (a,b)= ~ {~al-t(at- が） ＋1-tが(al-t_b□}.
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They showed that the inequalities 

Ht(a, b) s Gt(a, b) s LMt(a, b) s Kt, [½l(a, b) s At(a, b) (1.1) 

always hold, which is a refinement of the above A-G-H mean ineq叫 ity.

We can extend above discussion for bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space 1-l. 

An operator Tis said to be positive (denoted by T ~ 0) if (Tx, x)~ 0 for all x E 1-l, and 

also an operator Tis said to be strictly positive (denoted by T > 0) if Tis positive and 
invertible. We denote the set of positive operators by B+(1-l). A real-valued function 

f defined on J C 罠 issaid to be operator monotone if AさB implies f (A) s f (B) 
for selfadjoint operators A and B whose spectra CJ(A), CJ(B) c J, where A s B means 

B-A ~ 0. 

Kubo and Ando [9] constructed the general theory of operator means. We state it 

in the next section. As concrete examples, the following weighted operator means are 

known for two strictly positive operators A and B. Fort E [O, 1], 

叫 A,B) = (1 -t)A + tB ( arithmetic mean), 

Q5t(A, B) 
1,, -1 _,  -1 

= A~(AT BA矛)tA―
1 

（ ~ (geometric mean) ， 

叫 A,B) = {(1 -t)A―1+tB-1い (harmonic mean) ， 

訊，［qJ(A,B)＝｛り{(1-t)I+t(A-2!BA::f)→ifo< |q|こ1,

A½(A号BA号yぷ if q = 0, 
(power mean). 

Notations A▽虐， A印B,AしBandA廿t,qB are often used instead of叫 A,B), Rt(A, B), 

叫 A,B)and浪，［q](A, B), respectively. We remark that the operator versions of other 

numerical means can be introduced by Kubo-Ando theory. 

In this report, firstly we discuss the definition of the weighted mean and we propose 

the notion of a transpose symmetric path of weighted皿 meansfor a symmetric operator 

me皿洲． Next,we give an example of the transpose symmetric path of weighted 皿—

means including the weighted logarithmic mean by Pal et al., which newly produces the 

weighted Heinz mean. Moreover this argument leads refinements of (1. 1). 

2 A transpose symmetric path of weighted砒 means

Kubo and Ando [9] defined the operator mean axiomatically as follows: A binary 

operation洲： B+(H)x B+(H)→炉(1-l)is called an operator mean if the following 

conditions are satisfied: 

(i) A :S C and B :S D imply団 (A,B)こ飢(C,D) (monotonicity), 

(ii) T＊飢（A,B)T :S蚊 (T*AT, T* BT) for every operator T (transformer inequality), 
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(iii) An↓A and Bn↓B imply畑 (An,B砂↓蚊(A,B) (upper semicontinuity), 

(iv)皿（I,I) = I (normalization), 

where An↓A means that A1 ~ A2 ~ ・ ・ ・ and An→A in the strong operator topology 

as n→ (X)．We remark that (ii) leads T洲 (A,B)T＝畑（T*AT, T* BT) (transformer 

equality) if T is invertible, and the transformer equality ensures that 9J1(aA, aB) = 

a畑 (A,B) (homogeneity) holds for all a > 0. The numerical mean Mis defined similarly 

to the operator mean苅 bymonotonicity, homogeneity, continuity and normalization. 

It is also obtained in [9] that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between an 

operator mean 9J1 and an operator monotone function f ~ 0 on [O,(X)）with f (1) = 1 

via f(x)I = 9J1(I, xI) as follows: 

洲 (A,B)=A汀(A号BA内A½ (2.1) 

if A>  0 and B ~ 0. We remark that f is called the representing function of碑 andalso 

it is permitted to consider binary operations given by (2.1) even if f is a general real-

valued function. The representing functions of叫(A,B), Rt(A, B) are At(l, x), Gt(l, x) 

(denoted by A心）， G心）） andso on. Similarly, we can introduce the operator mean畑

corresponding to the representing function M(l, x) (denoted by M(x)) by the numerical 

mean M if M(l, x) is operator monotone. Refer to [14] for more details on operator 

means. Here we also remark that the power difference mean如 (A,B) is an operator 

mean if -2 ~ q ~ l (see [3, 4, 5]). 

For two operator means皿 and汎皿さ沢 (resp.叩＝引） meansthat畑 (A,B)さ

SJt(A, B) (resp.叩（A,B) = SJt(A, B)) for all A, B > 0. An operator mean畑 issaid to 

be symmetric if 9Jl(A, B) =皿（B,A) (symmetry) holds. The weighted means in Section 

1 are not symmetric except the case t =ふ butthey have the property that皿 (A,B) = 

隅＿t(B,A) (transpose symmetry) holds for all t E [O, 1] instead of symmetry. For an 

operator mean郊 andits representing function f, the operator mean whose representing 

function is x f (x―1) is called transpose of 9Jl, and we denote it by畑． Weeasily obtain 

that畑 (A,B)＝叩(B,A) for A, B > 0, and also an operator mean洲 issymmetric if 

and only if妍＝皿0 if and only if f(x) = xf(x―1) for all x > 0. 

From this argument, we can discuss numerical means and operator means simulta-

neously via the representing function, so we write definitions and theorems in terms of 

operator means from now on. We remark that we have to pay attention to operator 

monotonicity when we treat operator means. 

Next, we discuss the definition of weighted means. We can consider plural weighted 

means from one symmetric mean. In fact, the weighted logarithmic mean is defined by 

several ways in [11, 12, 15, 16]. Moreover, in [1, 2, 13, 18], they discussed the algorithms 

to make weighted operator means from a given operator mean. Here, we introduce the 

notion of a transpose symmetric path of weighted叫 means.
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Definition 1. Let 9J1 be a symmetric operator mean and A, B > 0. If the following 

conditions hold, then皿 issaid to be a weighted 9J1-mean, and a one-parameter family 

｛皿｝tE[o,iJis said to be a transpose symmetric path of weighted雌 means.

(i)皿 isan operator mean for all fixed t E [O, 1]. 

(ii)叩。(A,B)= A,畑 i(A,B)＝飢(A,B) and洲 1(A,B) = B. 

(iii)皿 (A,B)＝畑I-t(B,A) for all t E [O, 1] (transpose symmetry). 

(iv)”4 is t-weighted for all fixed t E [O, 1], that is, !£(1) = t for the representing 

function ft of mt. 

In Definition 1, we consider a path oft-weighted means皿 (A,B) fort E [O, 1] from 

A (0-weighted mean) to B (I-weighted mean) such that洲 i(A,B)＝畑(A,B). The 

families of weighted means introduced in Section 1, ｛~}tE[0,1], ｛浪，［q]}tE[D,l] and so on, 

are all transpose symmetric paths of weighted means. We remark that the notion of 

t-weighted is introduced in [18] (see also [13]), and also Definition 1 is a refinement of 

the notion of the weighted M-mean for numerical case by Rai:ssouli and Sandor [16]. 
Similarly to symmetry, (iii) in Definition 1 holds if and only if皿＝洲い ifand only 

if f心） ＝xfi-t(x-1) for all x > 0, where f心） isthe representing function of 9J1t. We 

can easily verify that every symmetric mean is ½-weighted, but the converse does not 
hold in general. We remark that the weight parameter t in｛皿｝tE[o,1]does not always 

equal ff(l) even if (i)-(iii) hold in Definition 1. 

3 Results 

In this section, we construct a transpose symmetric path of weighted雌 meansin-

eluding some fundamental weighted means stated in Section 1, and also we get some 

relations among the weighted Heron, logarithmic and Heinz means. 

Let｛皿｝tE[O,l]be a transpose symmetric path of weighted咄 meansand 

冗＝｛｛ft}に[o,1]: ft is the representing function of皿 E｛皿｝tE[0,1]}・ 

We denote {ft}た [O,l]by {ft} briefly. Now we consider the following function. 

Definition 2. Let｛ら｝ ER. Then we define a function m几叫： ［O,oo）→ [O, oo) as 

mt［'Ps](x) = (1-t)'P1-s(xり＋txtr.p8(x1-t) fort,sE[O,l]. 

In particular, if r.p is the representing function of a symmetric mean, then we define 

mt[r.p](x) = (1-t)r.p(xり＋txtr.p(x1-t) fort E [O, 1]. 
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Then the function m也]makes a transpose symmetric path of weighted叫叫means

by the following Theorem 3.1. We recognize that t and s in叫叫 expressthe weight 

parameter and the parameter determining the path, respectively. We remark that we 

do not have to consider a one-parameter family｛叫 E R if we choose s = ½, the 
representing function cp of a symmetric mean, in Definition 2. 

Theorem 3.1. Let｛叫 ERandm心]be as in Definition 2. Let皿［叫 bethe binary 

operation whose representing function is m凸],and also珈叫＝皿［叫． Thenthe 

family｛皿［叫｝tE[O,l]is a transpose symmetric path of weighted団［ら]-means.

To prove Theorem 3.1, we shall verify that”叫叫 hasfour properties in Definition 

1 by using its representing function m心].We omit the detail. 

For A, B > 0 and binary operations洲咽 givenby (2.1), we note that 

（洲＋ IJt)(A,B)三 9Jt(A,B)＋IJt(A, B) and (a蚊）（A,B)三 a洲(A,B) (a > 0). We 

have the following fundamental properties of the weighted operator mean”刈囚 in

Theorem 3.1 by considering its representing function. 

Theorem 3.2. Let｛叫，｛叫｝ ER.Ifらさ叫 foreach s E [O, 1], then洲［叫さ皿［叫
for all t E [O, 1]. 

Theorem 3.3. Let｛副｝ ER and O:j > 0 for j = l,..., n with 0:1 + ・ ・ ・ + O:n = 1. If 
(n) 

ら＝ m副＋・・・＋ ％応 for each s E [O, 1], then 

叩 叫 ＝ a岡［ゅ罰＋・・•+％叫亭l

holds for t E [O, 1], and also｛皿［叫｝tE[O,l]is a transpose symmetric path of weighted 

畑［ら]-means.

A transpose symmetric path of weighted洲に]-meansgiven in Theorem 3.1 includes 

some weighted operator means, for example, the weighted Heron mean, the weighted 

logarithmic mean and the weighted Heinz mean. 

(i) Weighted logarithmic mean: Firstly we discuss｛皿［叫｝tE[0,1]for the representing 

function t..p of the logarithmic mean. Let 1..p(x) = LM  (x). Then the representing function 

of皿 [LM]is 

1 1 -t t 叫LM](x)=~{~ びー 1) ＋ 1-tが(x1-t-1)} = LM,心），

in particular 
x-1 

mi [LM](x) = ~ = LM(x). 2'---J'--1 log x 
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Therefore mt[LM] makes a transpose symmetric path of weighted £皿means. This 

weighted £9Jt-mean coincides with the weighted logarithmic mean £皿 introducedby 

Pal, Singh, Moslehian and Aujla [12], that is,皿［LM]=£皿
Moreover, we consider｛皿［叫｝tE[D,l]for the representing function of the weighted 

logarithmic mean, that is,ら（x)= LM8(x). The representing function of皿 [LMs]is 

叫 LMs](x)= t¥。二{~(xt(l-s) _ l) + ~ぽー xt(l-s))}

in particular 

+ (1 -t;tlogx { 1 ；工（1-t)s_ l) + ~(xl-t _ x(lーロ｝，

叫 [LM加）＝ lo:xl{1 二げ— 1) 十 l :□-げ）｝

十二｛ 1:s(砂— 1) ＋ 1 □ (x½ -Xい｝．

(ii) Weighted Heron mean: We discuss｛皿［叫｝tE[D,l]for the representing function 

'Ps of the weighted arithmetic mean, that is,ら（x)＝ん(x).The representing function 

of皿 [As]is 

in particular 

叫 As](x)= (1 -s)叶＋ s{(1-t) + tx} = Kt,1s](x), 

1 X + 1 
mdA.](x) = (1 -s)匹＋s~ = K1s1(x). 

2 

Therefore mt[A.] makes a transpose symmetric path of weighted.ft1s1-means. This 

weighted.ft1s1-mean coincides with the weighted Heron mean.ftt,[s], that is,皿［Asl＝.ftt,[s] ・ 

(iii) Weighted Heinz mean: Here, we replace the parameter q of H Z[q] (a, b) as 

HZ1.1(a, b) = HZ庁］（a,b). Then HZ1o1(a, b) = G(a, b) and HZ111(a, b) = A(a, b) hold, 

and also H Z[s] (a, b) is increasing for s ~ 0. We discuss｛皿［叫｝tE[0,1]for the representing 

function cp. of the weighted geometric mean, that is, cp.(x) =ら(.r,).The representing 

function of皿 [G.]is 

in particular 

叫 Gs](x) = (1 -t)x(l-s)t + txt+s(l-t) = x(l-s)t { (1 -t) + tが｝，

1-s l+s 
X 2 十 X 2 

m1,[G.](x) = 
2 

= HZ[s](x). 

Therefore m侭]makes a transpose symmetric path of weighted 蜀l•rmeans, so that 

we can newly define the weighted Heinz mean fJ3t,[s] whose representing function is 

HZt,[s](x) as 

命 t,[s]=皿［化l, HZt,［sl(x) ＝叫G.](x)= (1-t)xt-•t +txt+s(l-t)_ 
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By Theorem 3.2, we have 

皿t[Gslこ皿[LMs]戸狐[As] (3.1) 

for t,s E [0,1]. Since xt::; mt[Gs](x) holds for all x > 0, (3.1) ensures a refinement of 

(1.1) as follows: 

Theorem 3.4. For t, s E [O, 1], the inequalities 

ふ::::;<!.5t::::;餌 ,[s]::::;皿[LMs]り恥s]心

hold. In particular, we have 

S'.lt ::::; <!.5t ::::;屈，［ ½I さ£皿::::; Rt,1½1::::; 叫 (3.2) 

Moreover, we can obtain the following estimations of £,皿 viathe power difference 

me皿 whichare more precise th皿 (3.2).We omit its proof. 

Theorem 3.5. Fort E [O, 1] and natural numbers n such that n 2 2, the inequalities 

克，I½］こ叩J国］］さ....:::皿 [J田］］ご叫J三］］.:::...

< s皿<…<叩J［,¼i1l.::: 皿[Jぼ］ l.:::....::: 叩Jけ］］ ＜凡，［ふ］

hold, wheTe皿[Jば1]and皿 [J国］]aTe the weighted opemtoT means such that 

叩 Jぼl]＝ 1 位＋謎，［デ］＋...＋邸，l¾l +<St)' 
n+l 
1 

叫 J［芍］］＝ n-1 （謎，［手］＋瓶，［デ］＋・・・＋屈，l¾l+ 屈，［］l) ．
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